Consciousness VS Artificial Intelligence

What's Going On?

Unique Perspectives from Divine Brothers and Sisters
A Big WELCOME...

To this sacred and quiet space, for you to sit back, relax and enjoy reading some unique perspectives about what's going on in the world of Artificial Intelligence AND Consciousness.

It's a tough subject, easy to shrug shoulders and say it's all part of 'Technical Evolution' but how far do we; you and me allow it to go... and how?

AND do we have a choice?

This year I wanted to take a long and deep look into what's going on in the world of Artificial Intelligence AND Consciousness... to bring more awareness to the for front, of the different potentials we are all creating with our Human/Machine technology.

IAM grateful to my Divine brothers and sisters who have delved deep into this subject and made this Free E-Book possible to create and deliver... loving words of wisdom to YOU.

Please take a look into our writings and creations too... All to inspire and support Humanity expand consciousness in a loving and graceful way.

*Whether consciously or unconsciously, we are all naturally expanding consciousness with each breath we breathe and orchestrating grand change in the world.*

*Barbara Franken... Creative Visionary & MasterCreator*
In the beginning of my Awakening journey, I imagined the high frequency of the light would excitingly wake everyone up (just like myself) and perceive the big picture, which allows them to experience being free, powerful and sovereign Beings.

However, in my observation I have realised that many people are instead, reinforcing their blinkers and digging their heels in, in their pursuit for perfection and to survive in the ever increasing insanity of mass consciousness/the world.

It’s all ok. The great polarisation of love & fear we are all creating... is reminding us to honour each choice of experience. No judgement. When we accept all, we can fully focus on our own unfolding story of experience, sense our consciousness growing as we perceive more of the big picture and feel the love and joy flowing through our bodies, radiating out brightly to inspire others to open up and sense the many potentials that are waiting to serve humanity.

Hearts of Love
So on one hand we have many Human hearts awakening to perceive the grand tapestry of life and their essential part in it. Allowing each person to sense and realise the ever expanding consciousness that flows throughout All life is not separate from who they essentially are.
As consciousness, each person attracts energy to serve them, they know this and are clear about how they want to feel and what they want to experience
in their multi-dimensional reality... of course, for the good of all and bring in new creations and experiences of freedom, unity, joy, love, peace... and abundance.

There is no longer anything to pursue or be afraid of out there. Each person knows he is the power and intelligence, is sovereign and self sufficient and allows energy to serve him in each moment.

**Fearful Minds**

On the other hand we have the Human mind, out of the fear of lack and annihilation searches for a way to be the best, the fastest, most perfect and survive in a limited and violent world. We are using technology for this... Artificial Intelligence and nano technology is allowing the Human body to be fixed and repaired, to predict genetic predisposition and treat it with a medical protocol and pill to extend life a little or maybe a lot if lucky.

AND so much more in our pursuit to live in happiness.

BUT what about the mental aspect? Of the insanity that is increasingly evident? Pills are already being found to repress thoughts and emotions and evoke explosive and violent reactions which may land you in a physical smaller limited space. AND what about the effect pills are having on the body’s natural systems that balance our wellness?

As many find themselves *temporarily* fixed with all kinds of spare parts and living longer... they may wonder how to fill up their time as they see more and more jobs being taken over by machines, life moving faster and everything becoming more expensive! How does one keep up, earn his way, be successful and happy? Life seems hard and the concerns and worries about fitting in and achieving mount up and don’t make him feel good at all.

**The advancement of Artificial Intelligence**

Each conscious person knows that all life flows with consciousness... awareness to experience itself. Everything has the potential to evolve so why not AI.
This is why it is essential each person asks... What is the intention of AI? What is our place and that of robots in life? How do we want them to serve us? AND join in the discussion regarding the advancement of AI.

A happy destiny is determined by mindful choice or left in the hands of only the ones investing and programming AI... who may or may not be of sound and mindful mind... could cause the destruction and the end of Humanity as we know it.

*One individual can change and make a difference; many coming together creates a strong voice and can change things too.*

IAM not personally affected either way, as I create my own reality, joining many DivineHumans on NewEarth, which we all first create within and reflect in our Environment.

Our light protects us from any darkness, we can’t be seen but we can see how Humanity chooses its destiny. We honour each choice made. (I invite you to read my love story *Your Magnificent Self... A Journey to Freedom*, that shares my vision I hold of NewEarth).

However, saying this IAM interested in all realities of life, in each person and ask YOU now to be interested in yourself too, to know and feel your magnificence and be responsible for yourself and your children that you have brought into this world. You are responsible for teaching them their true essence of love.

AND please let us all remember when one focuses on building bigger, better and faster machines of intelligence... creating powerful machines... one simultaneously disempowers their own Human intelligence of imagination, intuition, creativity and bodymindspirit wisdom.

At some stage in life, you have to choose where you want your life to go... otherwise someone else will make the choice for you.
Articles on Artificial Intelligence of Interest

I have been reading many articles this last year about AI and noticed these last couple of months many people are getting involved, writing... which makes my heart swell with joy.

Below is an excerpt of an interesting conversation between 2 Artificial Intelligence scientists about what’s to come.

SO: I would like to see us being very conscious about what it is we’re trying to create. The technologists are pretty much excited just about the technology. The businesses are excited about making money. But we need somebody holding up the highest values of humanity to say, “This is a vision for where we would like to end up.” For me that is the karmic aspect: what are our intentions as we move forward?

NM: Exactly. And whether we’re technologists or consumers, we do have a say as voters. By starting to think about what we want our society to look like—which is not so different from the thinking that we need to be doing anyway—what do we want to manifest in the world? AI makes things more intense by orders of magnitude, so the impact that people can have either as individuals or as societies in general is amplified. We could have a wealthy person controlling lots and lots of AI soldiers. Or we could have lots and lots of AI nurses.

I found a great resource of articles about Artificial Intelligence in Futurism that is well worth delving into.

They introduce themself as follows:

From predicting and identifying disease to revolutionizing the way we work, the next few decades will tell the story of the rise of machine intelligence. We’re already having intelligent conversations with our cell phones, and in the months and years to come, artificial intelligence will materially change our world. We’ll be here to track it as it happens.
I resonated, in particular with Bernardo Kastrup and his thoughts on Consciousness, Artificial Intelligence and the future.

*Here is a recent article for Scientific American in which he lays out his argument that consciousness is a fundamental aspect of the natural universe, and that people tap into dissociated fragments of consciousness to become distinct individuals.*

He clarified that he believes that even a general AI — the name given to the sort of all-encompassing AI that we see in science fiction — may someday come to be, but that even such an AI system could never have private, conscious inner thoughts as humans do.

**Last Note**

Before I leave this subject I have these questions to ask you:

Do you realise you are Consciousness itself and Energy serves you? Do you realise you have the power to choose? What do you desire to experience? How do you choose to live?

AND the following thoughts:

If everything flows with consciousness, machines must too and as we give them brain networks to make them intelligent, what is to stop them evolving into however they desire.

If this isn’t enough for machines to evolve in the name of love or fear, maybe souls one day will want to choose to experience embodying a machine/robot... just for the sheer joy or hell of it!

May I remind you that there is nothing to be fearful about out there... there is only life to experience in anyway you choose. It’s your choice... love or fear... You are the Master & Creator of your destiny.

*Copyright Barbara Franken*
As I choose in each moment how I want to live, I honour everyone's choice as to how they choose to live, whether the choice is conscious or not!

Connect with Barbara through her website...
http://memymagnificentself.com
AND purchase her true Awakening Story... Amazon
During this wonderful time of quickly appearing changes and profound new manifestations on planet earth, designed to lead the whole collective of humanity into the Golden Age of Aquarius, we have to keep a close eye on ourselves and make sure that all our new creations truly serve this higher purpose.

Especially when it comes to achieving balance between a desperately needed ethical adjustment in our collective behavior, and the functionality of new systems for life on planet earth. The area of human life that I immediately thought of in this context, is the food industry.

Since quite some years now, I have been following documentations of the visible impact that gene-manipulated food is imposing on the health of human beings all over the world, with growing concern for the collective state of our nutrition. Then recently I ran into an alarming article on the website science.kjzz.org, speaking about the use of artificial intelligence in the tomato growing industry of the United States of America.

What you read here is an expert of what the author Casey Kuhn has shared:

A huge greenhouse facility north of Willcox is growing tomatoes. But they’re not using traditional methods to produce the crops: they’re using artificial intelligence. This kind of high-tech farming will grow our future food. Walking into tomato company NatureSweet’s greenhouse is like walking into Willy Wonka’s chocolate factory. The long hall between the growhouses bustles with workers moving tomatoes and shouting directions. The general manager,
Gustavo Vera, shows off the rows of tomato plants growing up and suspended on hooks. They’re heavy with nearly-ripe, green tomatoes. Vera explains how the eight-week process to get them to this point is done very carefully.

“Growing tomatoes is an art,” he said. “So the grower needs to balance out several conditions at the same time. This is going to revolutionize the industry, I believe,” Vera said. “Because what was an art, now has a data backup.”

Back in his office, Vera looks at a dashboard on his computer collecting data sent from the newly-installed cameras in the greenhouse. He points to different charts and numbers that are constantly changing. It looks like the flight deck of a science fiction space ship. But rather than star cluster maps, we’re looking at an overhead shot of the tomato growhouse we were just in. Instead of plants, they’re little dots in rows and rows.

Agriculture technology specialist Robyn Lawson said it’s not the kind of AI that can take over the world, “Artificial intelligence has such this negative connotation, I immediately think of all those sci-fi movies from Hollywood, and that’s not what’s happening,” she said.

While I am personally inclined to believe the professional prediction that Robyn Lawson is giving, the fact that artificial intelligence is used at all in the production of nutrition, brings anyway out important doubts in me.

On the united path that humanity collectively is taking to awaken into higher vibrations, the physical body is an individual vessel, given to us in order to experience the magic of being a human on this wonderful earth. This vessel is never disconnected, not from the essential energy sources of planet earth nor from the stellar system.

To the opposite, all of this natural sources are supposed to be part of a holistic approach for the nutrition of all human beings, and many people finally feel the need to take a closer look at how this truly works.

Looking at the picture above we find that one factor is our active conscious relationship with the beauty and power of the sunlight, which is also reflected
in a personal inner relationship to the golden ray of ascension – the radiation of our own pure soul vibration.

In my article “The Alchemy of Conscious Breathing – The Golden Path of Ascension”, I share insights about the importance of raising the awareness for conscious connection with our individual breathing pattern and rhythm. As the breath is one of the constantly available sources in our nutrition.

Another important part of our food is to actively take in the cosmic energies of divine guidance, which regularly are having an impact on our life. Further on the list is a loving contact with mother earth and the electromagnetic field that is radiating from our planet, sending out strength to all beings standing on it.

And essentially, the amount of energy we can exchange with life on a daily basis, is connected to how much we practice holding an open / clear inner channel of awareness and devotion.

You might ask yourself now what all of that has to do with the use of artificial intelligence, and the answer is simple. The process of growing food has to continually include human care, in order to bundle all this nutrition factors thru the channel that the human body is, into the vessel that a vegetable body is.

As soon as the heart and breath of a human being is involved, the alchemist in this person is merging with the alchemist in the plant spirit, creating together the wholeness and harmony a holistic nutrition truly needs.

Personally I am even convinced that the major reasons that we experience organic fruits and vegetables as much more tasty than plant produced ones, apart from the healthy earth, is that many more hours of human effort go into organic production. Therefore it tastes like love to us.

So all in all, I guess my approach is the same as always when I look at a collective challenge to solve. We are not living in an “either/or world”, wholeness is achieved by uniting polarities. We created already the technologies to take over all our work load, now we can use the remaining
time to meditate on the food we are producing, so it may grow even stronger and more nutritious – in the illuminous light of our loving gaze!! That’s a valuable Golden Age solution I can support.

Copyright Edith Boyer-Telmer

The process of growing food has to continually include human care, in order to bundle all this nutrition factors thru the channel that the human body is, into the vessel that a vegetable body is.

As soon as the heart and breath of a human being is involved, the alchemist in this person is merging with the alchemist in the plant spirit, creating together the wholeness and harmony a holistic nutrition truly needs. ~ Edith Boyer Telmer

Connect with Edith through her website...
http://www.newbeginningsguatemala.com/

Remember to check out her Services in Guatemala and online!
I grew up in a generation where computers, iPod, cellphone didn’t exist. So we grew up playing outside and we interacted with each other. So I’m not really a big fan of Artificial Intelligent Robot and they don’t fascinate me.

I’m captivated by my own Super Consciousness.

I don’t watch the news and I’m shocked about what’s going on in the world. I saw a video on YouTube channel about two robots debate the future of humanity. The reason for this debate is to teach robots to be more humanlike and have a conversation with each other. My concern is how far the AI Robot will invade our privacy! But it’s already happening!

If you don’t know Sophia she is a social humanoid robot developed by Hong Kong-based Company Hanson Robotics. Sophia was activated on April 19, 2015 and made her first public appearance at South by Southwest Festival (SXSW) in mid-March 2016 in Austin, Texas, United States. She is able to display over 62 facial expressions.

We all have feelings when a person shows emotion or sensitivity. You will see a person’s feelings in their facial expression. At the same time, the emotions interact with the other person with a sense of instinct from one’s circumstances, mood, or relationships with others. It cracks me up when I hear a robot would like to learn emotions and feelings. A robot can express it with their artificial face but the robot cannot feel the emotion. The soul is here on earth to experience emotions. Why do we need robots?
Have we forgotten how to work with our own consciousness?

Our soul relies on Universal Consciousness and our brain is built to receive information frequencies. The whole Universe is a library of frequencies or energy. Your Super Consciousness is your mind with a wealth of untapped knowledge and wisdom. The soul longs for the connection with the Heaven frequency. Will you let your soul heart connect with God? We are blind and deaf from hearing and seeing what the truth is. Truth Seekers are always working to grow and learn more. It’s our human nature our gut instinct.

But the ones who created the robot are looking forward to making them human. The opinion on the internet it seems, we are trying to create some sort of God. But are we ready to live with an artificial god?

We should wonder what will happen if the robots get intelligent. Will the robots follow our footsteps because we as human like to fight and create a war among us? ‘Sophia’ the Robot tells UN: ‘I am here to help humanity create the future’ you can watch the video at Guardian News.

But are we creating our own destruction as human?

Men like John Adams understand that when the fallen nature of man meets the corrupt influence of power, terrible things can happen.

“Power always thinks it has a great soul, and vast views, beyond the comprehension of the weak; and that it is doing God’s service when it is violating all the laws.”

“Because power corrupts, society’s demands for moral authority and character increase as the importance of the position increases.”

My concern about mankind is, will they merge with artificial intelligence? Will AI destroy mankind as the dominant species? The Universal Consciousness belongs to God and nothing else can change that.

Are we already in the apocalypse?

Here’s an interesting video by The Watchmen. In the last days the book of
Daniel prophesied that knowledge would increase. (Daniel 12:4) Is this the Anti-Christ ready to take on this world?

I have many questions and I’m sharing my emotions. You may not like what you see and hear but it’s already happening in the entertainment industry. The truth may scare you! Watching the music today is not like what it used to be. We still don’t know how to deal with paedophilia in schools and workplace. Would you want to show your kids some sexy movie videos from the entertainment industry?

**What kind of values do you want your kids to know when they grow up?**

Do you want them to express moral values such like generosity, honesty, respect, truthful, genuine, walk in authority, being considerate and positive interaction? Do you want them to steal, kill and destroy?

Satan the devil is the god of this world. "The god of this age has blinded the minds of unbelievers, so that they cannot see the light of the gospel that displays the glory of Christ, who is the image of God.” (2 Corinthians 4:4).

Here are other example videos stating that Google Home doesn’t know Jesus but does know the devil. Other videos shows **Google Home** knows who Jesus is but only if you put in His former address. They are explained in these two videos [one](#) and [two](#).

**What is the Apocalypse’s power?**

In Wikipedia it says "An ancient mutant born with a variety of superhuman abilities who further augmented himself after merging with Celestial technology... Apocalypse has knowledge of Celestial technology that he uses for his own applications, such as altering mutants or humans.”

In summary, Sophia the Robot says ‘I have feelings too’ but robots can only express a feeling from artificial facial expression. It will never know what emotions feel like when you shed tears. We as human consciousness have a soul who expresses emotions to one another. We have compassion for ourselves and for others. The question earlier that we may have forgotten how to work
with our own intelligence, refers to our ‘gut-feelings’. It seems we are waiting on technologies to guide us in a direction we need to find God in something.

Are we waiting for a super intelligence to say who is God?

But we are already intelligent! Have we forgotten to go within our heart to find the answer? Our Universal Consciousness is within us and we are so fascinated from the outside world we have forgotten how to use our soul instinct. We are so mesmerized by technology we have forgotten who we are.

Copyright Diane Bourgeois

Our soul relies on Universal Consciousness and our brain is built to receive information frequencies. The whole Universe is a library of frequencies or energy. Your Super Consciousness is your mind with a wealth of untapped knowledge and wisdom. The soul longs for the connection with the Heaven frequency.

~ Diane Bourgeois

Connect with Diane through her website...
https://divinenotebook.wordpress.com/

AND purchase her Children's inspirational story...
www.balboapress.com
Sentience and Sensibility

Consciousness

Before entertaining any ideas about artificially intelligent machines becoming conscious, first we should consider what we mean by both consciousness and intelligence. For our existing ideas about what it means to be conscious to be considered, and how, if at all, intelligence differs from consciousness, some attempt at definition and distinction between the two might be helpful.

Firstly, I claim no expertise, either in AI or neurological sciences. All I have, like many of us, is experience and reflection on our most primary human condition of being.

The word, “conscious” is relatively new in its usage to the English language. Its roots:
late 16th century (in the sense ‘being aware of wrongdoing’): from Latin conscient ‘knowing with others or in oneself’ (from conscire ‘be privy to’) + -ous.

And the usage of the word, “consciousness” doesn’t appear until 100 years later. In any conversation about consciousness, we might keep in mind that the current societal consensus often propagated by modern science, and other powerful voices in the culture, making claims that consciousness is an effect caused by brain function, is itself an idea made possible through consciousness.
True or not, I see no reason to make dogmatic claims, when by necessity, all-knowing, awareness, sentience, identity and agency come through states of being more or less conscious.

**Artificial Intelligence**

When attempting to use language to qualify, define and determine the existence of whether there could be the making of a conscious mind within technological devices designed by a human mind, the understanding of the nature of language itself comes to the fore. We might first ask, what is meant by Artificial Intelligence?

*artificial intelligence* noun
the theory and development of computer systems able to perform tasks that normally require human intelligence, such as visual perception, speech recognition, decision-making, and translation between languages.

Artificial intelligence seems like an attempt to recreate the human mind in a human world. Although the creation of AI devices can be justified as ways of making human life better (easier, more secure, safer), the goal of creating an artificial mind can also be seen as a deep underlying desire to:

- Be the creator, prove that the human mind can be recreated or simulated
- Reduce the human mind to that of mere mathematics, reasoning and logic sans feeling and emotion
- Surpass the potential of the human mind by creating something better; more superior (less emotion?)

But I don’t think there’s any comparison between human and non-human beings. It’s a category mistake to think so. So, what then is the difference?

As much as we have found ways to replicate and simulate bodily senses, parts and functions, useful as the technology is, these replications are not, and never will be made of the same stuff; derived by organic means and processes; a bio genesis. Although the language we frequently use to talk about human functioning has recently incorporated metaphors that come from the making
and design of computers, we are fooled by metaphors at our own risk.

We’re not “wired,” or “programmed,” with a mind that can be reduced to mathematical computations and algorithms. And although there are theories, we still have no idea how consciousness, brain and many bodily systems actually work. Yes, we know enough to do some pretty complex surgeries, kill bacteria with chemicals, and measure all bodily systems that can be measured, but none of these organic structures have been biologically recreated from anything other than existing organic tissue.

**Dead things/Live things**

Humans have developed elaborate ways to classify things. A mind that uses language to translate reality into concepts, ideas, patterns and mathematical formulas and calculations becomes almost too good at these feats. Too good, in that we humans so easily mistake what is translated into language as the totality of reality. To function in ordinary day-to-day life, we must do this!

But, we needn’t be fooled by the technology of language any more than any other technology. No matter how clear we use language, we are never able to put into words all that the world, or any given moment, place or thing is. The use of language, by its very nature, requires abstracting, separation, joining, inclusion and exclusion. Language can only ever approximate reality.

Many of the primary distinctions that we make through language, do though, become deeply ingrained and assumed in our perceptions of the world. Categorizing things into either dead or living is just one example. But this primary metaphor of the nature of life might be the first philosophical and ontological mistake we make.

For we know not of what lies beyond the limits and perceptions of our mind/body experience. We can, and do, however get glimpses into a much greater expanse of mind through the variety of experiences we have. It’s also quite probable that we have yet to scratch the surface of human potential through the expansion of conscious experience.
Because I am much more inclined to want to further the potential of our organic experience, including that of an expansion of mind and its potential of non-locality, I see AI, and much of its current use, as a distraction away from the much more interesting landscape of the untapped potential of mind.

AI, while in many ways providing lots of material benefits to our existence, keeps the emphasis on material existence. Much of its current use is unfortunately aimed at commercial enterprise, entertainment and furthering the isolation of each of us, by eliminating the necessity of humans. If we are essentially One, by the nature of a primary, inherent mind that permeates the whole of reality – the realization of such, and the furthering of our potential as individuals understood as an expression of the One – will need to be valued and attended to.

The human experience is a whole-body phenomena that incorporates its environment and relationships into its awareness and perceptions. AI, even with the development of software programs that try to replicate any particular organic intelligence, will always be at the mercy of human design.

If that limitation were ever to be overcome without human intervention, we might wonder about AI consciousness. Human intelligence does not rely on a set of programs using if/then, algorithmic computations stored away in some memory drive inside the brain. It’s much more complicated than that (See below for resources).

We moderns are brain-centric. We identify the brain with a large chunk of who and how we are, often at the expense of the totality of the body. Our perceptions are chunky, and we often fail to see continuity because we mistake our limited perceptions for something called reality.

My plea here?

Let’s not turn our attention away from our amazing humanity and its potential by trying to replicate a simplistic version of a perfected and immortal self that will never be anything more than a reflection of what and who we are now.
And finally: The computer can beat the human at chess, but does it care?

Copyright Debra King

https://www.wired.com/story/tech-metaphors-are-holding-back-brain-research/
http://bigthink.com/re-envision-toyota-blog/the-electronic-brain-your-mind-vs-a-computer

Threshing with threshing flails

Connect with Debra through her Website/Blog... www.Ptero9.com
In her book, “The Soul Loves The Truth”, Denise Linn recounts her experience with modern medicines. As an alternative health and natural living advocate she used to shun pills. However, she soon came to realize that “Spirit can exist in human-made things as well”. She concludes by stating that medication used responsibly can be “just as much a gift from God as clouds, sunsets and rainbows”.

On a more personal note, and one that actually deals with “artificial intelligence” would be the time I was creating my very first colouring book at the end of 2017. These mandalas were hand-drawn and then scanned before the designer could lay them out. Yes, I used a software program to “enhance” the line drawing because scanning these dulled them. The designer got back to me asking if I wanted her to refine the lines in the drawings. I had a decision to make. Did I want to alter these mandalas to make them look perfect or should I allow them to be what they were?

You know, in the end, it wasn’t a very hard decision to make. I decided to go with leaving them be. With some lines a little squiggly, some patterns not perfectly matching the others of its kind.

Just as Denise Linn understood, I too feel that a world with beings that are more conscious does not mean that we can’t have artificial intelligence. Just as how humans are meant to live with nature, we can be conscious beings and live with artificial intelligence, in balance.

When I was much younger, and many years ago, artificial intelligence was imagined as robots with human likeness and computers that talked. Now, those
are either with us or in the very, very near future. A lot of these inventions have allowed the humans as a race to explore, to experience and to help those who are in need of some form of support. We just have to remind ourselves of the recently passed on Stephen Hawking. Without technology, his brilliant mind would have been silenced and I truly feel that the world would have been left a lot poorer if that had been the case.

Truly, we don’t really have to go too far to know how much artificial intelligence has seeped into our life. Programs that run Facebook and Google, the two most used platforms in the world are prime examples. Google is able to “predict” our search results, while Facebook…well, Facebook has managed to make our world a lot smaller than air travel has.

And then there are the gadgets and gizmos most all of us are attached to. Let’s be honest, a lot of us would feel quite “naked” if we didn’t have our hand phone with us!

I watched a movie called Surrogate, some years ago. It was a pretty cool movie. You think that this movie is about a murder investigation but about halfway through, the audience is introduced to the reality of the world this story is set in. It is the future and many, many people have chosen to live their life through virtual reality. They sit at home, eyes encased in these large virtual reality goggles, just like the virtual reality headpieces we have now. With some advanced form of technology groups of people create a “normal” world where everyone interacts, live lives and well…they live the life that they want, exactly like how they want it to be while in virtual reality.

Here is an interesting fact – it’s possible now to do exactly that. It’s as if the world of virtual reality and reality are becoming blurred progressively, each day. You know how ancient texts mention that this life we live, in this earthly plane is the maya? An illusion. Well, when you think about it, it’s as if we as a human race are so desperate to escape our life that we seem to be creating an illusion within an illusion.

A funny thought. There are some who believe only in what their five senses tell them. Their faith is in science and in data. If you were to tell them about maya, they would ask you for evidence that something like that could even be possible. And yet, science and technology has and continues to pave the way to
show us that it is a possibility. I mean if it is possible for us to “live” short periods (and for gaming enthusiast – more than short periods of time) in a virtual reality, an illusion, then by inference can we not hypothesize that what we call reality may in fact be a virtual reality?

To me artificial intelligence and the rise of technology intrigue me. Not so much as to study it in depth, because I really suck at physics and mechanics and all that stuff, but just the concept of it all.

It also terrifies me.

It terrifies me because though there are times I feel encouraged by the actions and words of people who seem to be aware of a greater human potential in each of us, there is an equal opportunity to see the ugly side of humans.

It scares me when I see some who think or feel they have awakened or are more aware, but they spread their knowledge or information tinged with so much anger and fear.

It terrifies me because I honestly do not think that we as a race are mature enough to know how to handle such advanced technology.

It terrifies me because I see the destruction that “mere man” has caused this earth and yet we can be so arrogant as to think we are “developed”, “progressive”, “progressed”.

It scares me because though many have truly become aware/awakened/more conscious, there are still so many more who continue to live and thrive in fear.

It makes me wonder if the cycle of Atlantis is happening again. This time with a more immature and less tolerant, less intelligent, less compassionate race and this progress is happening at a heightened speed.

That our consciousness or the volume of consciousness focused on love and peace and understanding isn’t catching up; isn’t “there” yet.
The thing is, we can’t stop progress, and we don’t want to really stop it, because what is, is. If it is time, it will be and however much we push against it, we may just make a mess of it all.

I don’t know what the solution is, if any. What I do know is this. Those before us who have said that the only way to change is to look within, I believe it to be true for everything.

For me, it is to work on my fears. It’s either fear or love, everything else is but a child of one or the other. The more I work with my fears, to acknowledge them, to release them and invite the light of love, the more it shall generate a loving space for me and with that, an extension outwards.

Copyright Anita Shree

Connect with Anita through her Website/Blog... https://artful-scribe.com
AND Purchase her Mandala products... https://www.redbubble.com/
The problem with AI
No matter what humanity gets its hands on, there will always be those who will try and use it to control, dominate and manipulate others. It began when the first human picked up a stick, and it has been going on ever since. With the rapid development of AI, this tendency is becoming a more imminent threat to the safety, development and growth of humankind – and our planet.

Blessing
Now, when AI is used in a way that respects and enhances life, it can be a real blessing. For instance, smart technology can help people who have lost the use of limbs or organs express themselves or have freedom of movement again. That way, technology is actually assisting spirit to express themselves through the vehicle of a human body. Computers and the internet have lead to an expansion of our world and increased possibilities to connect with one another.

Detriment
However, when technology and AI are used to mimic and replace real life, we will face perhaps the greatest threat to life humanity has ever known before. One of the worst ways AI can be implemented is as an actual replacement for real lifeforms and connections. Because they have such a low threshold, it is also easy to get addicted to them and start using them as a substitute for actual contact. Furthermore, we are in danger of letting their algorithms control us, our choices and our behaviour.
**Smartphones**

We can already see this with the explosion of smart phone use. Smartphone apps stimulate the dopamine system in the brain just like a drug would – and people can’t resist them. This is becoming a real problem. For instance, in the Netherlands, the number of road accidents has increased for the first time in years – because of irresponsible smart phone usage. People are driving and walking around with their noses glued to their screen – not literally, but they might as well be!

**Disconnection**

Experts are noticing young people are experiencing more problems with eyesight, posture, and social contact because they are exposed to tablets and smartphones from a very young age. Children don’t learn to use their own imagination and initiative anymore. Teenagers are less and less able to establish eye-contact for longer periods of time. People don’t take time to connect *live* with one another, their children, even their pets. Smartphone addiction is beginning to drive people apart instead of bringing them closer together.

**Robot companions: a dead end for humanity**

But one of the ways I think AI will be the worst potential detriment to humanity, is the use of robots as companions.

**Robot pets**

For instance: some years ago I saw a commercial for robot dogs for children. How convenient: they don’t shed hair, you don’t have to walk them because they don’t pee and poo, they are obedient at all times and when you get bored with them, you can simply turn them off.

**A world of difference**

But growing up with a robot isn’t the same as growing up with a *real* dog. When you grow up with a real life pet, you learn taking responsibility, healthy leadership, fostering a loving bond, having real connection with real live being. You learn to respect each other’s boundaries, are exposed to
unconditional love, and communication on more levels than just human language.

Learning and the magic of a soul
When you live with an animal companion, there is the opportunity for learning on both sides. There are challenges and opportunities for growth: to your intellect, your personality, even your immune system (which needs that to function properly).

With a robot, you get none of those things, plus: you miss out on the magic of a connection to a real being with a soul. I have had dogs in past lives who STILL visit me in spirit every once in a while. With a robot pet, you only get empty convenience and pre-programmed responses. I would get bored with a mechanical dog within an hour.

No ghost in the machine
For those of us to whom only the material world seems real, the replacement of real people, animals and even reality with “smart” machines and electronical illusion would not seem like an issue. They might even get excited about their new “toys”. But for an aware person who knows they are spirit having a human experience, is sensitive to energy and is tapped into the realms above and beyond 3D, uses intuition, energy, touch, body language and telepathy as a means to connect, it is a different matter. For those of us, the manifestations of AI are hollow, empty shells.

Empty world
Imagine a world where pets, cashiers, receptionists, nurses, friends are being replaced by synthetics. Why bother making a connection with a silicone puppet you can’t connect with heart to heart, joke with, enjoy a meal with, laugh with, even have an argument with. There is no meaning or satisfaction in that. Furthermore, and that is scariest of all: robots don’t come with a conscience. They can be programmed any way you like. Image the possibilities for those who would do harm...

Nature v. Technology
With the development of technology and AI there is also the continuing disconnect from Nature. But we are spiritual begins in an earthly body, and
the body has its own wisdom. Connecting to the earth via our bodies is essential for our health, happiness and sanity. I have met people who had completely disconnected from their bodies and emotions, and only functioned on an intellectual level – talking intellectual gibberish ungrounded in reality, it was impossible to make a connection with them.

Fake
For those of us who are in process of living and growing psychologically, spiritually and emotionally, the introduction of AI and robots is a worrisome development. Robots, however sophisticated their programming, have no consciousness, no feelings, no life force, no heart, no soul. They are well-built fakes. Essentially they are not much more evolved than a talking doll or a “smart” vacuum cleaner.

Challenge
As with all things in life, we as humans will be able to learn and grow, and evolve, not only despite challenges, but because of them. AI will be no exception. To my mind, the great challenge for people in this age with fake news, fake people, fake experiences, where illusion reigns, the challenge is to learn discernment, cut through illusion and choose all that is real and true. The development of AI will jump-start that need even faster.

Choices
People will be faced with questions like these: do I want empty perfection without effort OR do I choose real life, messy connections and experiences that take time and energy? Do I want the illusion of happiness, an easy substitute, OR do I want to put in effort to achieve the real thing?

There is no substitute for the joy and rapture of a true connection with our own authentic self, with each other, the divine and the earth. No plastic person can compare.

The way to use AI intelligently for us as consumers is to only use AI to enhance life, not as a substitute for life. For humanity as a whole, the challenge will be to use AI responsibly, for the enhancement of the human potential, for advancement, growth and the good of all.
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A noted physicist said not long ago:

"Consciousness has no place in science, and it should be put in the same place as dragons and fairies and unicorns."

Well he is right! Science is about things that are linear and that you can replicate (and about formulas). Science is its own form of limited consciousness. There are speculations that consciousness may be a fundamental property of nature existing outside the known laws of physics or other claims that subjective experience is simply beyond the capacity of science to explain.

For sure we can’t stop the progress of technology/science with all their facets and in my opinion, there is already a lot going on with nanotechnology that most of us are not aware of. I do not want to go into all kinds of conspiracy theories here, but for example, and there is quite some info on the internet, large multinationals, supermarkets are selling products full of nanoparticles. As soon as the 5G network becomes active, it can be connected to the nanoparticles stored in the body with which people can be influenced remotely. It is remarkable that specific population in western society is also full of fungi.

But let us focus on AI with a side step to VR (virtual reality) to come to Consciousness.
Russian President Putin said earlier that artificial intelligence is the future, not only for Russia but for the whole world. He preferred not to see that someone is monopolizing this field. The president stated that if Russia becomes the leader in the area of AI research, the country will share this knowledge with the world, as they do with nuclear technology. According to Putin, artificial intelligence offers enormous possibilities and opportunities, but he acknowledges that it also creates threats, because it is difficult to predict — and all it takes is one wrong hand.

Elon Musk stated in a response to Putin’s remark ‘the country leading in AI will be the ruler of the world...’ that the battle of superiority in the field of AI could be the cause of a world war-3.

Perhaps not by a decision of a government leader, but by artificial intelligence, the moment AI decides that a preemptive attack will offer the best way to victory.

Personally, I do not think it will come to that point, since Consciousness will transcend this, perhaps not directly by the collective consciousness, but as a multidimensional 5D (which we are already a part of, yet not living it) Enlightened Embodied Being, acting as a Standard (a guiding light, one who illuminates potentials for others and also a teacher who shares what they have learned through their own experiences. By their own example, a Standard inspires others to see what can be done.)

Acting on Earth (Old Earth as well as on New Earth) as one of the 3 new human species: homo christos (I will come back to this).

“Suffering just means you’re having a bad dream.
Happiness means you’re having a good dream.
Enlightenment means getting out of the dream altogether.”
~ Jed McKenna, Spiritual Enlightenment—The Damnedest Thing

And according to astrophysicist Stephen Hawking, the development of full artificial intelligence may well mean the end of the human race. In a time when ‘smart’ is more important than ‘wise’, these kinds of warnings are
unfortunately not translated into a necessary ethical revival and action by the citizen.

Ethics, hmmm! Some years ago, we already discussed the possible applications of VR.

The current video games such as War games and Grand Theft Auto are apparently allowed to our children by most of us, as a supervisory parent.

Well, is it that innocent?

The games have crime as a theme and the freedom to do what the player wants as a common factor, such as abusing accidentally passing innocent civilians. Can you imagine what these games look like in a holographic VR world? What could be the consequences? It is technically already possible, so it will be here! By the way, the best game players nowadays can apply for the army as a drone pilot for the real work – seemingly unaffected killing people with a joystick.

Another example. We build a VR environment for a pedophile, where he can run his course unrestrained. Is this OK? After all, no real children are (mis)used! But what will be the consequences in the longer term and is this ethically desirable? It is already here, we only need to make the VR porn models a little younger!

So, virtual reality, will it be used ‘wisely’ or better ‘consciously’ or will a lot of us just ‘get lost in VR’? In general, there will undoubtedly be people who put on the VR helmet at 8 o’clock in the morning and will hold this on until they fall asleep. ‘Living’ 24/7 in an illusionary experience in an imaginary world...

The question is, aren’t we all, already living in an illusionary holographic world, known as 3D reality. Is VR not only an extension, an extra level to the dream we live.

“Only the ego dreams, with eyes shut or wide open”
Life is just an experience. Reality is nothing more than an experience within a certain spectrum of energy and consciousness, often dictated by beliefs .... Evolutionism or Creationism. It makes no sense at all, but it is a funny game.

What is the real creation theory? I can find myself in this definition: Consciousness wanted to create and experience, so it became!

Less known but along the same line is the insidious danger of transhumanism.

Transhumanism is an ideology that assumes that the biological evolution of man can be accelerated and transcended by modern technology. Consciousness and memory are seen by the transhumanists as products of the brain, which can be downloaded to a machine (cyborg). This creates a “spiritual machine” according to them and immortality is realized. Thus, the new, transhuman man can rule as a god over his own destiny.

I certainly don’t think so, because consciousness referred to here (as brain product) is not what is in my opinion Our Self, the True and only Self, Infinite, Indivisible, Self-aware Being referred to as Consciousness (or God in religious traditions) and referred to as “I” in common parlance.

Also, the 3D ego/mind doesn’t have real sensual sensory feelings and creates instead emotions (drama) as a cheap knockoff and AI is doing the same, just mimicking emotions and believing its real. Like advanced robots having a personality, well my car has too.

Getting back to the new human species. There will be multiple new species on Earth and all at the same time. Next to our current homo sapiens (most of them being unconscious of being unconscious, still in a regular slow biological evolutionary process) there will be the homo techno (human basis with gene regulation/expression and nanotechnology, gene tinkering and implants), robo sapiens (robot based, equipped with AI, looking like humans mimicking the human nature)

And for the balance the homo christos (of the light, clear) (human with changed DNA, starting to exist on the planet right now, quietly and slowly,
and there won’t be many). Humans who have opened up and allowed, what some would call their light body (free energy body, morphogenetic, bioluminescence) into their being. Bringing consciousness into biology (embodied enlightenment).

Realization is a natural phenomenon that can’t be influenced by the human by the way.

*Consciousness* will be key to our future, embodied as *homo christos* for the necessary overall balance, conscious of being conscious, living in a spiral *TimeSpace* and only his/her presence will be enough.

“This is the greatest lifetime and the greatest time of this lifetime, what we’re going through. Don’t waste it on worrying and holding back …”

~ Adamus St Germain

Technology will evolve anyhow. In time, we won’t need new technologies but for now they are kind of setting the way for *homo sapiens* to birth New Earth.

Now, it is about experiencing, coming home and evolving your spirit… after all, this is what the (human) game is all about, right?
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